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are incapablk oJ fighting you, or thebr boomsn
shrinking fiomn Jijhting you]; but the Koofees
and Akh says that this is not required, because
of the frequent occurrence of the pret. as a de-

notative of state without ;i, and [because] the
primary rule is that there should be no meaning,
or making, anything to be understood, more
especially in thio case of that whichi is in licquent
use: (Mughinee:) Sb [however] does not allow

the use of the prct. as a denotative of state with-

out i; and lie makes zjj.. ,,a. to be an

imprecation [meanin,g muy their bosoms become

contracted]: (8 in art. v... ; in which art. in

the present work see more on this subject:) and

the inceptive j is prefixed to it like of the saying,

j, . ,. .s 1 [Verily Zeyd has just stood, or

has stood]; because the primary rule is that it is
to be prefixed to the noun, and it is prefixed to
the aor. because it resembles the uoun, and when
the pret. denotes a time near to the present it re-
sembles the aor. and therefore it is allowable to
prefix it thereto. (Mughnee.) [See also the
two sentences next after what is mentioned below
s the sixth meaning.]-( 3 ) It denotes rareness,

or paucity; (Mughnce, lg ;) either of the act

signified by the verb, (Mughnee,) as in [the

saying], .1 , . 4. Io. [In afew intance

the haual liar speak t ruth]; (Mughnee, ] ;)

or of what is dependent upon that act, as in [the

saying in the ]ur xxiv. last verse,] L ;

/I,~ e iS , ** * - .2^;i; 31 [as though] meaningjh X a;

'*. oj i tl [so that it should be rendered At

least He knoweth that state of conduct and mind

to which ye are conforming yourselves]: but some
assert that in these exs. and the like theleof it

denotes the affirmation of truth, or certainty; [as
will be shown hereafter ;] and that the denoting

of rareness, or paucity, in the former ex. is not

inferred from ,3, but from the saying -,j.M1
.J .. :. (Mughnee.) - (4) It denotes fre-

quency; (Mughnee, K(;) [i. e.] sometimes (S,

O) it is used as syn. with t~ [as denoting fre-

quency, as well as with twj in the contr. sense,

mentioned in the next preceding sentence]: (S,
M, 0:) thus in the saying (S, M, 0, Mughnee,
]) of the Hudhalee, (M, Mughnee,) or 'Abeed
Ibn-El-Abras, (IB, TA,)

ex 5, a.* . a ..

[Often I leare the antagonist having his fingers'
ends become y~low]. (9, M, O, Mughnee, K.) -
(6) It denotes the affirmation of truth, or cer-
tainty: thus in [the saying in the ~ur xci. 9,]

-,j -, ' "l [Veriily, or, certainly, or
indeed, or really, ha prospfereth, or rtrill noper,
who purifeth it; (namely, his soul ;) each pret.
here occupying the place of a mejzoom aor.]:
(Mughnee, ! :) and thus accord. to some in [the
saying in the ]ur xxiv. last verse, of which

another explanation has been given above,] *d
O- d* ·m

.,;;l L ;' [Verily, or certainly, &c., He

kno'eyth that state of conduct and mind to which

ye are conforming yoursdves]. (Mughnee.) -

(6) It denotes negation, (MughInee, ],) accord.
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to ISd, (Mughnee,) occupying the place of l, I

(M,) in the saying, i,;i ., 5. . ~ ,

(M, Mughnee, ],) witilh 4,- n,an.oob, [as

though meaning Thou nast itot in prosierity,
tkat thou .shouldst kwno it,] (Mughnee, .K,) heard
from one of the chaste in speech: (M :) but this
is strange. (Minghnee.) - [When it is used to
denote the nearness of the past to the preseut, as

appears to be indicated by the context in the O,]

;. may be separated from the verb by an oath;

as in ;: f Ij .t [T/ou hast, by God, done

wnl and .g, A t. [I have, by mny
lIfe, or by my rdelfion, passe the night sleepless].

(O, Mughnee. [In the latter, this and what
here next follows are mentioned before the ex-
planations of the meanings of the particle; pro-
bably because the meaning in these cases can
hardly be mistaken.]) And the verb may be
suppressed after it, (M,* 0, Mughnee,) when its
meaning is apprehended, (0,) or because of an
indication; (Mughnee ;) as in the saying of En-
Nabighah (M, 0, Mughnee) Edh-Dhubyanee,

(0,) , g,.. .. -. {viAL4%..-.t -k. L~.21
.

[The time of departure has drawn aear, though
tih camels that me ride ham not left rith our

utensils and apparatus for travelling, but it is as

though thay had (left)]; meaning ,Jlj 3 XjL b.

(M, O,Mughnee.)- Ifyou make J. an .,.I [i. e.

a subst. or a proper name], you characterize it by

tesh(leed: therefore you say, I.J , *. [I

*vrotC a beautifuil s]; and so you do in the case

of ji and and Jl; because these words have
no indication of what is deficient in them [sup-
posing them to be originally of three radical
letters], therefore it is requisite to add to the last
letter of each what is of the same kind as it, and
this is incorporated into it: but not in the case of
I; for in this case you add .; thus if you name a

man X, or Gt, and then add at the end of it 1, you
make it .; for you make the second I movent,
and I when movent becomes .: (S, 0:) so says
J, [and Sgh has followed him in the 0,] and
such is the opinion of Akh and of a number of
the grammariuns of El-Bamrahi [and of El-Koofel
(MF)], and F has quoted this passage in the B
and left it uncontradicted: but IB says, (TA,)
[and after him F in thdie ,1 this is a mistake:

that only is characterized by teshdeed of which

the last letter is infirm: you say, for j, (IB, ],)

used as the name of a man, (IB,) a, (IB, I,)

and for j. you say J, and for 5J yoll say J;

(I B;) and such is characterized by teshdeed only

in order that the word may not be reduced to one

letter on account of the quiescence of the infirm

letter [which would disappear] with tenween [as

it does in ;; and . &c.]: (K :) but as to ", if

you use it as a name, you say ;J; (IB, ],;) and

for O*. you say O, and for >. you say O>n;

(.;) like ._ (IB, K) and j; &c.: (9:) F,

however, [following IB,] is wrong in calling J's

statement a mistake; though the rule given by
him [and IB] is generally preferred. (MSF,
TA.)

X The skin of a lamtb or kid: (M, A, L, Mab,

:) or [only] of a kid: (?, O, L:) or, accortl.
to IDrd, a smnall skin, but of what kind lie does

not say: (M1, L:) pl. (of pauc., $) -1 and (of

mult., 8) vI.i (ISk, ., M, L, M9b, 1) and [of

pauc. also] ).l, which is extr. (M, L.) Hence

the saying, ' Jill , Ji 1 L' W. i J) Such a

one knows not the sdin tf a lamb, or kid,from the
tlong. (A.) And hence, (0, ]C,) it is said in a

prov., (9, M, A, O,) 0 , L. l Jj ji .
(9, M, A, O, IK) What appronimates thy skin
of a lamb, or kid, to thy hide [of a full-grown
beast] ? meaning, accord to Ti, ttwhat makes
the great to be like the little? (M: [or the little
to be like the grat?]) or meaning wivat induces
thee to make thy smaU a,ffair [appear] great?
(g:) or rwhkat approwimatet thy small [affair] to
thy great? (O, ]C:) applied to him who trans-
greses his proper limit; (M, 0, ] ;) and to him

who compares the contemptible with the noble.

(0, ].) - See also ,, in two places. _ Also

t The measure, quantity, sie, or bulk, (M, L,
Mab, X(,) of a thing: (M, L:) S the eonbh,-

mnation, or proportion, syn. Cli", (9, M, A, 0,

L, },) of a thing, (M, L,) or of a young woman,

(A,) or of a man: (K:) 1 the stature, syn. 3o,

(~, A, O, L, ]X,) of a man: (il :) t his justnes

of form, or symmetry: (M, L, k :) and t his

figure, person, or n,/wle body: (M, L:) pl. [of

paue.] J31 (M, L, 1]) and ;.I, (1,) which is

extr., (TA,) and [of mult.] 3J. (MI, L, 1) andl

>1,i. (IS.) One says, .,S j .i, 1jU, t This

is equal in measure, quantity, ize, or bulk, to that;

is like that. (Mqb.) And ,L I c, :_ tA
thing goodly, or beautiful, in .eslect of conforma-

tion, or proportion. (L.) And t.iJl 4 IA
young woman goodly, or beautiful, in res.pect of

stature, arl of conformation, or proportion. (A.)

And .& e a_~ t A young man goodly, or

beautyil, in respect of ju.,tne.t if formn, or sytm-
nmetry, and in person, or the whole of his body.

(M, L.) = See, again, ,.. ~ By the phrase

l,j .j LJ.., addressed to Mildad, in a verse of

Jereer, is meant L_ lJ.e. 1d [0O, woe to thee

Mikdad]; the poet restricting himself to some of

the letters [of the name]: an instance [more
obviously] of a similar kind is .., used by El-

Igoteiah for X t-. (O.)

A certabi marinefish, (0, ,) the eating of

which is said to increas [tit faculty of] Ctl Jt.

(O.)

.X A thing that is >.~ [i.e. cut in an

elongated for]m, &c.]. (M, L.) - [And hence]

A thong cut from an untanned skin, (9, M,- A,

O,' L, Msb, lg,) with which sandal* or s/we are

sewed, (M,* L, Msb,) and with which a captiw
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